BACKGROUND
==========

External Beam Radiotherapy
--------------------------

### Photon

Conventional external beam photon radiotherapy, the most commonly used radiation technique for breast cancer,^[@R1]^ deposits radiation with a characteristic build-up region, maximum dose, and exit dose. For example, 6-megavolt photon beams deposit their maximum dose 1.5 cm below the tissue surface, followed by an exponential dose fall-off as the beam continues. Thus, tissues superficial and deep to the primary target receive unwanted radiation.^[@R2]^ When radiation is delivered to the chest, minimizing its effect on the heart and lungs is essential. Characteristics of the photon beam make this challenging; and in certain patients with breast cancer, the cancer-specific survival benefit of adjuvant radiotherapy may be offset by increased risk of cardiac death related to radiation dose to the heart.^[@R3]^

### Proton

Proton beam radiotherapy (PBR), another form of external beam radiation, delivers radiation using accelerated protons within a cyclic particle accelerator.^[@R4]^ PBR targets cancerous tissue by depositing energy with specificity and abundance a few millimeters from the proton beam end of range. When plotting a curve of radiation dose as a function of depth in tissue for protons, the result is an entrance dose leading to a sharp peak and maximum dose near the distal end of range of the protons. This peak is abruptly followed by a dramatic dose fall-off with no exit dose. These are the typical characteristics of the dose-deposition curve for charged particle therapy, known as the Bragg peak curve.^[@R5]^ The Bragg peak is the physical characteristic of proton dose deposition that provides the main advantage of integral dose sparing of healthy tissues in PBR over photon radiotherapy. The ability to control the kinetic energy of protons during treatment increases dose precision and accuracy of the PBR. There is limited damage to healthy peripheral tissue, particularly beyond the Bragg peak. The safe delivery of therapeutic doses of ionizing radiation requires precise estimation of tissue-equivalent path lengths through which the protons travel. The addition of a prosthesis that contains high atomic number (Z) elements, such as a metal port or internal struts, may introduce uncertainties in the tissue-equivalent path length. Consequently, a targeted tumor could receive less than the required treatment dose, and peripheral healthy tissue could receive unwanted radiation damage.

Tissue Expanders
----------------

Numerous studies have evaluated the use of tissue expanders (TEs) for breast reconstruction in the setting of anticipated radiation. Whether the expander should be placed and, if placed, whether it should be inflated or deflated during radiotherapy has been debated.^[@R6]^ Likewise, reconstruction failure in patients who had postmastectomy radiation with concurrent TE has been a topic of interest.^[@R7]^ Further complicating this debate, the metal TE port produces artifacts on computed tomography (CT) that may introduce errors within PBR planning, can change location of the Bragg peak, and manipulate energy deposition---potentially causing dose errors within target and peripheral tissue. Photon radiotherapy is less affected by high-Z materials than PBR,^[@R8]^ so metal TE ports have not been a cause for concern in the past. However, as PBR becomes more common in the adjuvant treatment of breast cancer, careful study of how the metal TE port interacts with the proton beam is necessary.

METHODS
=======

We performed a series of experiments to evaluate potential dynamic changes of PBR due to metal injection ports and internal struts. An ex vivo Eclipse treatment plan (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, Calif.) was developed to identify changes in proton beam range caused by TE-beam interaction. TEs of similar dimensions, with and without internal struts, were acquired from Mentor (Artoura and CPX4, Mentor Worldwide, Irvine, Calif.). Photoelectric and Compton scatter-based evaluations of the TEs were performed using CT scans. Eclipse Treatment Planning System (ETPS; Mentor Worldwide) software was used to calculate PBR treatment plans and the effect of TE-beam interaction on proton beam range. TEs were filled with saline to their maximum fill volume and placed on the chest wall of an anthropomorphic phantom to simulate subcutaneous TE placement. A single dose of PBR was passed through each TE toward a virtual tumor, and proton beam range was evaluated.

RESULTS
=======

The presence of the metal port altered the proton beam range and the radiologic path length relative to when the beam passed through the saline section of the TE (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). As expected, the radiologic path length and beam range were different as the proton beam passed through the saline section of the TE and through the port. The port yielded abundant CT artifacts, potentially obscuring visualization (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). ETPS findings demonstrated heterogeneities, hot beam streaks, and overreaching of the PBR into critical structures (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The TE internal struts did not seem to substantially impact planning or delivery of PBR.
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![Abundant CT artifact caused by proton beam interaction with the high-Z metal ports of the TE.](gox-5-e1390-g002){#F1}

![Eclipse treatment planning. Changes in beam depth are demonstrated as the proton beam passes through the TE with internal struts (600 cc) vs. the TE without (right) internal struts (650 cc). TEs were placed on the chest wall of an anthropomorphic phantom to simulate subcutaneous TE placement. A single dose of PBR was then passed through the TE to target a virtual chest wall tumor. The pathway of the radiation extended beyond the targeted virtual tumor (red circle), affecting tissue not originally intended for radiation treatment (overreaching of PBR into critical structures, as noted, with the green and blue effects in the lungs).](gox-5-e1390-g003){#F2}

DISCUSSION
==========

Treating breast cancer with PBR is an important topic within the medical community. Bradley et al.^[@R9]^ identified improvements in regional nodal irradiation for breast cancer patients who underwent PBR compared with patients receiving conventional radiotherapy. In a study comparing PBR with photon beam radiation, Lin et al.^[@R10]^ reported that PBR was associated with reduced radiation doses to the whole heart, the left anterior descending artery, and the lung in patients with left-sided breast cancer. These findings indicate that PBR may be very useful for treating breast cancer. Therefore, identifying variables that limit or alter PBR efficacy is important.

PBR is increasingly being employed as adjuvant radiotherapy for the treatment of certain breast cancers. The appeal of PBR is based on the potential for high dose conformity and limited damage to normal tissues, principally the heart and lungs. These advantages hinge upon clinicians' being able to design robust treatment plans. The metal port of TEs used in reconstruction impacts PBR dynamics and must be factored into treatment planning. This is similar to conventional photon radiotherapy but with greater sensitivity. Placement of TEs subcutaneously during PBR may increase the probability of erroneous beam planning, reduce radiation effectiveness, and lead to damage to healthy peripheral tissue. Placement of TEs submuscularly could lessen concerns for aberrant PBR activity, given reduced TE-beam interaction, while adequately treating any residual disease and still allowing for breast reconstruction. Although placing the TE subcutaneously rather than submuscularly may be better for managing breast shape during reconstruction,^[@R11]^ the benefits of submuscular placement for PBR may outweigh potential cosmetic benefits. The presence of internal struts did not substantially impact PBR dynamics and has the theoretical advantages of increased lower pole expansion and better pocket match if shaped implants are used in reconstruction.

Although we recognize that partial or full submuscular TE placement may be considered standard for many surgeons, increasing numbers of surgeons are opting for subcutaneous TE placement.^[@R11]^ To demonstrate the potential pitfalls of subcutaneous TE placement in the context of adjuvant PBR, we opted to design our model to simulate subcutaneous TE placement. However, more detailed, subsequent study of PBR in the context of submuscular TE placement would be helpful.

In conclusion, the presence of metal TE ports may lead to substantial dose errors in patients undergoing concurrent PBR. Likewise, ETPS findings suggest that subcutaneous TE placement leads to greater contact between the TE and proton beam, affecting the depth that protons penetrate tissue and potentially harming critical thoracic structures during breast cancer treatment. Therefore, if PBR is planned in the context of TEs, submuscular TE placement may limit proton beam range errors within the patient and result in greater PBR safety and efficacy.
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